
MAN transport solutions.
Efficient concepts for semitrailers, 
articulated trains and solo vehicles.

CoNsIsTENTLY EffICIENT



The exchange of goods within Europe to reliably 

supply its markets makes high demands of the 

performance, the efficiency of the logistics and 

transport sector. More than ever, cost aspects are a 

major focus. An important question naturally poses 

itself: How can road transport of goods be further 

improved? Or how can the productivity and profita-

bility of operators be sustained? Our answer: 

through lower fuel consumption, little wear and tear, 

enhanced ease of repair, and durable value of 

trucks. Or to put it another way: by maximizing 

transport efficiency.

MAN concepts matched to their sector, for solo 

vehicles, semitrailers and articulated trains, face 

the challenges of our time. They combine maximum 

operating efficiency with exemplary reliability and 

safety. Innovative MAN technologies keep your 

costs to a minimum while boosting your benefits – 

that is what we understand by efficiency. Common-

rail engines full of torque give you more power for 

less fuel for instance. The MAN TipMatic® gear 

change reduces the pressure on the driver, eases 

the load on the drive train, and naturally saves 

diesel. Of course comfortable MAN cabs with their 

aerodynamic shaping also make an essential con-

tribution to reducing consumption. Intelligent assi-

stants and safety systems add to the advantages: 

more transport safety, lower fuel consumption, less 

wear and tear. Nor forgetting all the excellent possi-

bilities MAN TeleMatics® offers you when it comes 

to fleet management. Experience MAN, experience 

transport efficiency at its very best.

More efficiency in transport.
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There is a lot in favour of the Euro semitrailer: The 

full-length cargo bay in the semitrailer is a major

advantage. Semitrailer tractors, moreover, can pick 

up and drop their semitrailers, increasing flexibility

and transport throughput while minimising stop-

pages. It is worth bearing in mind, too, that semi-

trailers are also used for relay transport. So there 

are many advantages you can now utilise to even 

better effect. Because in terms of drive dynamics, 

reliability and cost-effectiveness, MAN semitrailer 

tractors come complete with everything necessary 

for success. 

The MAN semitrailer concepts.
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Chassis heights for Euro-standard semitrailers

and high-cube semitrailers.

Because the dimensions for the semitrailer train are 

statutory, the chassis height is the most important

starting point for flexible load volume in the semitrailer. 

In theory, the following is true: The lower the chassis 

height, the greater the load volume. In practice, two 

types of semitrailer dominate the highways:

n	 Euro-standard semitrailer with a chassis height of  

1 100 mm for up to 95 m3 load volume 

n High-cube semitrailer with a chassis height of  

960 mm for up to 100 m3 load volume 

MAN semitrailer tractors for all purposes. 

With practice-oriented concepts, MAN meets all 

requirements: 

n Long-haul semitrailer tractors as 4x2 or 6x2 for 

Euro-standard semitrailers, for example semitrailer 

with box or tarpaulin body (up to 2.80 m load 

height) or for ISO container (up to 2.90 m load 

height). 

n Semitrailer tractors for high-cube semitrailers. 

With the extremely low semitrailer top edge, the 

MAN TGX and TGS Ultra have the ideal dimen-

      sions many customers want to allow for a load 

height of approx. 3 m for 100 m3 load volume in 

the semitrailer.

n Semitrailer tractors for tanker and silo semitrail-  

ers. Due to its extremely low weight, the MAN 

TGS-TS maximises payload

n Semitrailer tractors for specific requirements from 

the TGL and TGM series for short-haul and distri-

bution work.

Dimensions of semitrailer and chassis heights.

DIN ISO angle of inclination.

Frame overhang is short, so there is ample clear-

ance for the semitrailer. The DIN-ISO values for

the front and rear angles of inclination are met.

EU dimensions for semitrailer tractors.

Overall length of semitrailer.

Kingpin centre to end of semitrailer.

Front clearance zone radius.

Derivative dimensions.

Euro chassis height 1 100 mm.

High-cube chassis height 960 mm.

Angle of inclination of fifth-wheel coupling at 185 mm
with 315/70 R 22.5 tyres.
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Chassis heights depending on equipment configuration

 
Tyres  295/60 R 22.5 305/60 R 22.5 315/60 R 22.5 275/70 R 22.5 305/70 R 22.5 315/70 R 22.5 295/80 R 22.5 315/80 R 22.5

Height of fifth-wheel  Fifth-wheel  Laden Unladen Laden Unladen Laden Unladen Laden Unladen Laden Unladen Laden Unladen Laden Unladen Laden Unladen 

coupling plate

150 mm 12 mm 1 055 1 080 1 060 1 085 1 065 1 090 1 065 1 095 1 083 1 113 1 088 1 118 1 107 1 142 1 120 1 155

 40 mm 1 083 1 108 1 088 1 113 1 093 1 118 1 093 1 123 1 111 1 141 1 116 1 146 1 135 1 170 1 148 1 183

185 mm 12 mm 1 090 1 115 1 095 1 120 1 100 1 125 1 100 1 130 1 118 1 148 1 123 1 153 1 142 1 177 1 155 1 190

 40 mm 1 118 1 143 1 123 1 148 1 128 1 153 1 128 1 158 1 146 1 176 1 151 1 181 1 170 1 205 1 183 1 218

250 mm 12 mm 1 155 1 180 1 160 1 185 1 165 1 190 1 165 1 195 1 183 1 213 1 188 1 218 1 207 1 242 1 220 1 255

 40 mm 1 183 1 208 1 188 1 213 1 193 1 218 1 193 1 223 1 211 1 241 1 216 1 246 1 235 1 270 1 248 1 283

162 mm1) - 1 055 1 080 1 060 1 085 1 065 1 090 1 065 1 095 1 083 1 113 1 088 1 118 1 107 1 142 1 120 1 155

For 90 m3 to 95 m3 semitrailer volumes.

With the help of different tyre sizes, fifth-wheel 

couplings and plates, MAN TGX and TGS with air

suspension allow for chassis heights ranging 

from 1 047 to 1 281 mm.

Easy hook-up and disconnection due to long air-suspension travel of 235 mm.

Information on chassis height always refers to laden vehicle. Attention should be paid, however, to the chassis height of the unladen vehicle, which is deter-
mined by tyre rebound. Rebound depends on the tyre‘s aspect ratio and can vary from make to make, so only approximate values are stated here.
60 % tyre (e.g. 305/60 R 22.5) 25 mm; 70 % tyre (e.g. 315/70 R 22.5) 30 mm; 80 % tyre (e.g. 315/80 R 22.5) 35 mm.

1) Weight-optimised fifth-wheel coupling for direct coupling (weight saving up to 40 kg).

The MAN semitrailer tractors for Euro-standard
semitrailers.

Air suspension Fifth-wheel coupling. Fifth-wheel plate.
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100 m3 volume in semitrailer.

With a chassis height of 950 mm, the MAN TGX 

and TGS allow for a semitrailer load volume of up to

100 m3 with a load height of approx. 3 m. The low 

frame concept is made possible due to the narrowed 

frame at the rear axle.

Low semitrailer top edge, high ride comfort. 

The air suspension guarantees a comfortable ride 

and safe driving characteristics. The air suspension

travel of 180 mm (120 mm raising, 60 mm lowering) 

allows for fast pick-up and disconnection.

Adjustable elevating semitrailer coupling.

Elevating semitrailer coupling with two pneumati-

cally adjustable accommodation heights for Euro-

standard and high-cube semitrailers. Of course, 

MAN also offers conventional fifth-wheel couplings.

The MAN semitrailer tractors for maximum volume.

Two driving heights. 

A switch on the dashboard enables the driver to 

switch between two driving heights while the vehicle 

is in motion. This means that the same drivingheight 

can always be maintained – laden or unladen with 

tyres at full rebound. The permissible overall height 

limit of 4 m can be observed.

2. Second driving height unladen

 1. First driving height unladen

Chassis heights depending on equipment configuration1)

 
Tyres  295/55 R 22.5  295/60 R 22.5 305/60 R 22.5 315/60 R 22.5

Height of fifth-wheel coupling Laden Unladen Laden Unladen Laden Unladen Laden Unladen

150 mm    947    967      964    989     971    996   970   995

185 mm2)    982 1 002     999 1 024 1 006 1 031 1 005 1 030

167 mm elevating semitrailer coupling3),     

normal position                                                             952    972     969    994    976 1 001    975 1 000

315 mm elevating semitrailer coupling3), 

elevation 148 mm                                                      1 100 1 120  1 117 1 142  1 124 1 149 1 123 1 148

365 mm elevating semitrailer coupling4),

elevation 198 mm  1 150 1 170  1 167 1 192  1 174 1 199 1 173 1 198

Tyre aspect ratio/rebound. Information on chassis height always refers to laden vehicle. Attention should be paid, however, to the chassis height of the unla-
den vehicle which is determined by tyre rebound.
55 % tyre (e.g. 255/55R 22.5) 20 mm; 60 % tyre (e.g. 305/60 R 22.5) 25 mm; 70 % tyre (e.g. 315/70 R 22.5) 30 mm.

1) With tyres with the smallest static radius currently available.
2) Not available ex works. 
3) Elevating fifth-wheel coupling has two hitching heights: basic setting and +148 mm. 
4) Elevating fifth-wheel coupling has two hitching heights: basic setting and +198 mm. Available only from MAN Service outlets. The same tractor can thus be 
   used withboth euro and high-cube semitrailers. Euro and volume semitrailers can therefore be used with the same tractor.
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The lightweight champion. 

With the ultra-light TGS-TS, MAN offers a vehicle

concept that sets new standards for deadweight

and payload. With all the equipment typical for the

sector, the 4x2 semitrailer tractor has a dry weight1)

of less than 6 000 kilograms. That is a massive

450 kilograms less than the standard version and

200 kilograms lighter than a standard semitrailer

tractor with the same equipment complement.

Advantages that carry weight, especially in the

tanker and silo sector and all other types of trans-

port in which every additional kilo of load counts.

An amazingly low deadweight combined with high

safety standards: The TGS-TS is a semitrailer

tractor of uncompromising design. All you do

without is the excess deadweight.

1)  Without driver, tools and fuel, with lightest tyres.

Silo compressors ex works.

To ensure that you do not run out of air when un-

loading, MAN is the first commercial-vehicle manu-

facturer to offer silo compressors ex works. We 

fit GHH-Rand compressors. For fine-grained 

substances such as cement, plaster, and so on, 

the CG 600 version is recommended. CS700 or 

CS1050 compressors are used for coarse-grained 

bulk goods. For temperature-sensitive substances 

the CG600 and CS700 versions are ideal and are 

also available with compressed-air coolers (IC). 

The CS1050 is available only with compressed-

air cooler. In order to mount the compressor on 

the vehicle, the tank capacity, compressor and 

stowage space can be combined in a number of 

different ways. A special extra: The MAN service 

centres also carry out work on the GHH-Rand 

compressors.

The MAN TGs-Ts semitrailer tractor
for maximum payload.

Operational weights Euro 5 SCR

 
Cab  M L LX

Vehicle weight  6 370 kg 6 525 kg 6 540 kg

Equipment-complement

examples

Lightweight fifth-wheel 93 kg 93 kg 93 kg 
coupling 225 mm  
(Without fifth-wheel plate)

MAN TipMatic® –80 kg –80 kg –80 kg

Alloys (6x) –108 kg –108 kg –108 kg

Air conditioning 32 kg 32 kg 32 kg

ADR equipment FL 13 kg 13 kg 13 kg

Operational weight2) 6 320 kg 6 475 kg 6 490 kg

2)  including full tank (300 l) and driver (75 kg).
Additional saving potential: Super wide tyres approx. 120 kg. 

Silo compressor ex works.
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Brake and electrical connections.

Work headlight on right wing bracket.

Compact battery box for large tank volume 
(1 340 litres, with Euro 5 SCR).

Compressed air tank in rear frame.

Manoeuvring light in the co-driver’s entry.

Extended working platform.

Almost anything is possible.

MAN supplies your vehicle just the way you want it, 

perfectly matched to your requirements. Here are

a few examples of the practical equipment we offer: 

Spotlight on the rear right of the cab, manoeuvring

light at entry, ladder on rear wall of driver‘s cab, 

extended working platform, configuration for maxi-

mum tank volume with air tanks in rear frame and 

compact battery box.

If you have very special requirements, our Modifica-

tion Competence Center (MCC) offers you custom

solutions. The extensive portfolio of modifications 

meets virtually all customer requirements. The most

important modules are „driver‘s cab“, „chassis“, 

„drive train“, „electronics“ and „body“. The result

is a tailor-made concept every time, such as the 

semitrailer tractors of the TGL and TGM series.

The MAN features for 
semitrailer tractors.
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Key players in long-haul transport: Solo vehicles 

and articulated trains. In addition to the vehicles

with fixed bodies, swap-body platforms play an 

important role in today‘s transport industry due to

their logistic advantages and multi-use options. 

MAN trucks take the lead in this sector. Whether

it be the lightweight TGL series, the middleweight 

TGM series or the big boys of the heavyweight

TGX and TGS series: high flexibility, high cost-

effectiveness and exemplary reliability are always

on board. 

The MAN concepts
for solo vehicles and articulated trains.
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18.75 m

16.40 m

7.825 m 7.825 m

2.35 m 0.75 m

Total train length.

System length.

Derivative dimensions.

Overall loading length (15.65 m).

Body lengths grid

 
 Wheelbase Body lengths

TGL min. 3 300 mm min. 4 600 mm 
 max. 6 700 mm max. 10 125 mm

TGM  min. 3 575 mm min. 3 900 mm 
 max. 6 175 mm max. 8 100 mm

TGX/TGS min. 3 600 mm min. 4 300 mm 
 max. 6 700 mm max. 9 900 mm

All that you can wish for.

No matter how diverse your transport jobs may be, 

MAN offers you a wide range of possible uses with

its Trucknology® series TGX, TGS, TGM and TGL. 

Maximum strength, optimum load capacity, maxi-

mised versatility: these features form the basis of 

the MAN chassis for a multitude of body solutions.

Body lengths for all requirements.

The variable rear frame and the close-stepped 

wheelbase grid permit body lengths between 

4 600 and 10 123 mm to be realised with the TGL, 

for example. The maximum body length of over 

10 m offers a load volume of up to 75 cubic metres, 

a huge figure for vehicles in this class. TGM body 

lengths range between 3 900 mm and 8 100 mm. 

They can accommodate up to 20 Euro-size pallets. 

The body lengths of the TGX and TGS series range 

between 4 300 mm and 9 900 mm; so a solo truck 

can have up to 24 Euro-size pallets on board and 

a high-cube articulated train offers a cavernous 

115 cubic metres of load capacity.

The measure of all things. 

Directive 85/3/EEC defines permissible dimensions 

for articulated trains. It limits total train length to

18 750 mm, and stipulates a maximum system 

length of 16 400 mm and an overall loading length

of 15 650 mm. In accordance with this regulation 

and in consequence of the diverse transport tasks,

a number of different swap containers are available 

for freight forwarding. They differ firstly in container

length, ranging from 20‘ container to 7 820 mm 

swap-body platform, and secondly in set-down

height, ranging from 970 mm to 1 320 mm. MAN 

swap-body platform chassis can transport both

(marine) containers and swap containers, which are 

particularly common in Germany.

EU dimensions for articulated trains.

The MAN solutions for real-life situations.
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The MAN solutions for distribution transport.

The MAN TGL. A pure truck.     

The MAN TGL offers maximum efficiency and 

productivity in the 7.49 to 12-tonne class. It sets 

unparalleled standards with its huge space, opti-

mised payload and low fuel consumption. The 

design highlights include the ergonomic cabs in  

C, L and LX sizes, the high-torque engines, the 

MAN TipMatic® and the MAN BrakeMatic® safety 

features.

The MAN TGM. A class of its own.

The TGM, the new middleweight powerhouse in  

the 12 to 26 tonnes sector, is a class of its own – 

unrivalled in payload, ride comfort and dynamism. 

More powerful engines, new versions, new efficien-

cy – these are advantages that pay off. The all-

rounder is available in its basic version as a  

15-tonner and also as a „toll-free“ version 

(e.g. for Germany) weighing in at 11.99 tonnes, or 

as an 18-tonner. The vehicles of this class are cha-

racterised in particular by their high-torque 6-cylin-

der engines with ratings up to 250 kW (340 hp) and 

the choice of cabs (like the TGL) ranging from the  

C and L cabs to the LX cab for combined-mode 

usage including long-haul runs.

Euro 5 and EEV without AdBlue®.

The MAN TGL and TGM series meet the Euro 5 

exhaust-emissions standard and with the PM-KAT® 

fitted, they comply with the even more stringent  

EEV standard for Enhanced Environmentally-friendly 

Vehicles. The exhaust technology MAN PURE 

DIESEL® of the EGR engines requires no additive, is 

absolutely maintenance-free and offers considerable 

weight advantages over SCR solutions, plus added 

space at the frame. 
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The MAN chassis for maximum volume with
fixed bodies.

Room for a full load.  

Today, optimum load volume is essential for com-

petitiveness and success in the haulage industry.  

A cargo-hold height of 3 metres is the accepted 

standard for volume transport. The basis is a chas-

sis with an extremely low top frame edge. 

After all, each centimetre shaved off chassis  

height adds additional usable height in the body 

and increases capacity accordingly. The ex-works 

MAN chassis for high-cube transporters are indeed 

superb – from the 2-axle TGL to the 3-axle TGX and 

TGS with lifting trailing axle.
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The MAN chassis for swap-body platforms.

Wheelbase/overhang: 4 500 + 1 350/2 050 mm

Wheelbase/overhang: 4 500 + 1 350/2 050 mm

Wheelbase/overhang: 4 500 + 1 350/2 050 mm

Wheelbase/overhang: 4 500 + 1 350/2 050 mm

Wheelbase/overhang: 4 800 + 1 350/2 150 mm

Wheelbase/overhang: 4 800 + 1 350/2 150 mm for solo and trailer operation

Wheelbase/overhang: 5 100 + 1 350/1 850 mm for permanent trailer operation

One for all.  

With only three different wheelbases and over-

hangs, the TGX and TGS chassis cover all swap 

container sizes and the various articulated train 

combinations within the 40 to 44-tonne class. The 

C-745 swap-body platforms are very popular and 

there are large numbers of these units on the road. 

The C-782 swap-body platforms have established 

themselves as the new standard. 

They all pose a challenge for the versatility of the 

carrier unit. MAN stays abreast of this challenge 

with the help of an adjustable stop. This allows 

different swap containers to be transported by the 

same vehicle. Stops for pick-up and setdown are 

minimised while transport throughput is increased. 

Increased flexibility and effectiveness are the result.
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The MAN chassis for standard swap-body platforms.

Extra vessel. For air suspension to match to ramp or engage  

with interchangeable body (shorter time to lift).

Spotlights. For optimum vision when picking 

up containers.

Adjustable stops. For swap containers with 

lengths ranging from 7 150 to 7 450 mm and 

from 7 450 to 7 820 mm.

Sideguards. For increased passive safety for 

vehicles with swap-body platforms.

Air suspension. The long air suspension travel of 280 mm allows for quick and

easy pick-up of very different kinds of standard swap-body containers.

Practical mounts for swap-body platforms

 
[mm] Tyres 295/60 R 22.5 305/60 R 22.5 315/60 R 22.5 275/70 R 22.5 305/70 R 22.5 315/70 R 22.5           295/80 R 22.5       315/80 R 22.5

 Max. Max. Max. Max. Max. Max.  Max. Max. Max. Max. Max. Max.           Max.           Max.       Max.          Max. 
 Clearance retraction1)  Clearance retraction1)  Clearance retraction1)  Clearance retraction1) Clearance retraction1) Clearance retraction1)      Clearance  retraction1)      Clearance  retraction1)

Set-down height: 1 120 mm    
Bearer frame height: 160 mm  120 135 115 140 110 145  105 145   87 163   82 168             –               –        –            – 

Set-down height: 1 220 mm    
Bearer frame height: 160 mm  – – 215   40 210   45 205   45 187   63 182   68             –               –        –            –

Set-down height: 1 220 mm    
Bearer frame height: 260 mm  120 135 115 140 110 145 105 145   87 163   82 168               58             187         45            200

Set-down height: 1 320 mm    
Bearer frame height: 260 mm  – – 215   40 210   45 205   45 187   63 182   68             158              87       145            100
1) Calculated with fully laden container.
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Room for a good deal more.

Small tyres plus low top frame edge equals maxi-

mum load volume with 3 m load height inside

the swap container. As a 4x2 with 18 tonnes or a 

26-tonne 6x2 with trailing axle, a MAN TGX or TGS is

perfect for swap-body systems for volume transport.  

Feeder in volume transport. 

With set-down heights of 970 mm and 1 020 mm, 

the swap-body platforms C 745 and C 782 are built

for the job. Just like the TGX/TGS chassis with the 

matching wheelbases and overhangs.

The MAN swap-body platform vehicles
for maximum volume.

1.First driving height unladen

Two driving heights. 

A switch on the dashboard enables the driver 

to switch between two driving heights while the 

vehicle is in motion. This means that the same 

driving height can always be maintained – laded 

or unladed with tyres at full rebound. The 

permissible overall height limit of 4 m can be 

observed.

Max. retraction

Max. clearance

2.Second driving height unladen

1) All values refer to unladen swap containers.  
2) Equipped with 2nd driving height or after reprogramming of driving height in MAN service centres. 
3)  Possible with lateral bearer frame for swap-body platforms (swap-body platforms sit level with frame edge), mounted by MAN service 
  centres or body manufacturer, shock absorbers for volume bodies on rear axle. For volume chassis including 5 mm anti-wear covering 
  on chassis ex works

4)  Possible with 100 mm bearer frame for swap-body platforms, mounted by MAN service 
centre or body manufacturer, standard shock absorbers on rear axle.

         
  

Height-optimised series chassis for volume bodies

                  Adapters for volume swap-body platforms [mm] 3)

Height-optimised Tyres Permissible Top edge of frame Wheelbase/overhang  Air suspen- Set-down height 970 mm Set-down height 1 020 mm
Serienfahrgestell  total  [mm]  for body overall lengths [mm] sion lowering   Max. clearance Max. retraction Max. clearance Max. retraction 
  weight Laden Unladen 7 150/7 450 7 820 [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]

 TGX/S 18.XXX 4x2 LL   315/70 R 22.5   18 000    938 968 5 500/2 400   5 900/2 400   90    –    –   137   68

 TGX/S 18.XXX 4x2 LL   295/60 R 22.5   18 000   875 900 5 500/2 400   5 900/2 400   602)   125 55  804) 1454)

 TGX/S 18.XXX 4x2 LL   315/60 R 22.5   18 000   885 910 5 500/2 400   5 900/2 400   602) 115 65  704) 1554)

 TGX/S 26.XXX 6x2 LL   315/70 R 22.5   26 000   938 968 4 500 + 1 350/2 050   4 800 + 1 350/2 150   90    –    –   137   68

 TGX/S 26.XXX 6x2 LL   295/60 R 22.5   24 900   875 900 4 500 + 1 350/2 050   4 800 + 1 350/2 150   602) 125 55  804) 1454)

 TGX/S 26.XXX 6x2 LL   315/60 R 22.5   25 700   885 910 4 500 + 1 350/2 050   4 800 + 1 350/2 150   602) 115 65  704) 1554)

Ultra chassis with lateral bearer frame for volume bodies

 
    Tyres Permissible Top edge of frame Wheelbase/overhang  Air suspen- Set-down height 970 mm Set-down height 1 020 mm 
  total [mm]  for body overall lengths [mm] sion lowering  Max. clearance Max. retraction Max. clearance Max. retraction 
  weight Laden Unladen 7 150/7 450 7 820 [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]

 TGX/S 18.XXX 4x2 LL    295/55 R 22.5   18 000   844 864 5 300/2 600   5 900/2 400   50   151 69   –  –

 TGX/S 18.XXX 4x2 LL    295/60 R 22.5   18 000   861 886 5 300/2 600   5 900/2 400   50   129 86   –  –

 TGX/S 18.XXX 4x2 LL    315/60 R 22.5   18 000   867 892 5 300/2 600 5 900/2400   50   123 92 173 42

 TGX/S 25.XXX 6x2 LL    295/55 R 22.5   25 000   844 864 4 500 + 1 350/2 050   4 800 + 1 350/2 160   50   151 69   –  –

 TGX/S 25.XXX 6x2 LL    295/60 R 22.5   25 000   861 886 4 500 + 1 350/2 050 4 800 + 1 350/2 160   50   129 86   –  –

 TGX/S 25.XXX 6x2 LL    315/60 R 22.5   25 000   867 867 4 500 + 1 350/2 050   4 800 + 1 350/2 160   50   123 92 173 42

Adapters for volume swap-body platforms1)
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Preparation for liftgate.

MAN offers various options for easy and convenient 

liftgate installation:

n	 Electrical preparation. Purposely restricted to the 

electrical parts required in the driver‘s cab, so the

      body manufacturer has full latitude to respond to 

different customer requirements. The wiring har-

ness for the liftgate terminates in a generous loop 

at the end of the frame. The defined interface 

(7-pole receptacle) ensures a secure connection.

n	 5-chamber taillight unit. It allows for the move-

ment of the hydraulic cylinder of the liftgate.

n	 Power supply for batteries in trailer with liftgate. 

3-pole socket at end of frame, battery charge 24 V. 

n	 Heavy-duty batteries and uprated alternator. For 

failsafe operation when liftgate is frequently lifted 

and lowered on short-run trips with multiple 

stops.

Switch and wiring for cargo hold lighting.

The preparation consists of a switch in the driver’s 

cab, the wiring in the on-board network and a cable

leg. Since all electrical elements are premounted 

on the chassis, the body manufacturer does not

have to tap into the on-board wiring. Only the cable 

leg has to be adapted to suit the size of the body.

Maximum consumer power draw: 150 W.

The MAN features for fixed bodies.

Concept for standard swap-body platforms. 

Brake and electrical connections to 
customer specification on driver‘s or  
co-driver‘s side, behind trailing axle.

Easily operated swing-back underride guard 
with an operating lever at each side.

Lateral bearer frame, front locks. Battery box 
and air tanks located at the rear, space for late-
ral bearer frame, reduced load on front axle.

Standard bearer frame with 160 mm or 260 mm.

Air suspension with ample lifting and lowering 
travel of 240 mm.

End stops, spotlight at frame level, guide rollers.

Low coupling mount with trailer coupling. 
Return 1 400 mm (standard) or 1 600 mm
(volume rollers). Ample clearance between 
the two bodies (truck, trailer).

Concept for volume swap-body platforms.

The MAN features for swap-body platforms.

Tank located at the rear, space for lateral bearer 
frame, reduced load on front axle. 

5 mm thick anti-wear protection covers.
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EX/II EX/III oXAT

1,2

2,2

3,2

4,2

5,2

1202918171615141

EX/II
Explosive substances, also 
includes AT.

EX/III
Explosive substances, also 
includes EXII/ FL, AT.

OX
Primarily hydrogen peroxides, 
also includes AT, combinable
with EXIII, EXII, FL.

ADR packages for all classes.

The ADR* regulations applicable to the transport 

of hazardous goods define in detail the different

hazard classes and the rules for substance identifi-

cation and transportation. Among other things, the

regulation lays down the ADR classifications for 

trucks used to transport the various types of ha-

zardous goods. Series-produced trucks from MAN 

comply ex-works with the majority of the ADR 

requirements. This holds true of everything from 

the brakes with anti-skid system through the spe-

cial vehicle wiring to the sustained-action brake 

system. In all other respects, hazardous cargo 

packages available ex-works include the equipment 

necessary for the various ADR categories.

The packages for the high-end ADR FL and EX/III 

categories, for example, consist primarily of shield-

ing for the exhaust system, the battery master cut-

off switch and the ADR-rated tachograph. Sealed 

sockets are available for trailer/semitrailer opera-

tion. An ADR certificate can be included ex-works 

for semitrailer tractors.

1)  Accord européen relatif au transport international des marchan-
dises dangereuses par route (ADR).

The MAN equipment for transporting
hazardous goods.

FL
Liquid substances, also 
includes AT.

fL

AT
Non-explosive substances not 
rated FL or OX.

Stability.

ECE-R111 states that the rollover stability of a tanker 

vehicle must be calculated for the entire vehicle 

and that verification of rollover stability must be 

furnished by the body manufacturer. MAN provides 

the necessary vehicle data. The values in the data 

sheets available on the hazardous-goods page 

posted at www.manted.de are sufficient for semi-

trailer vehicles. MAN has also posted an easy-to-

use tool that body manufacturers can employ in 

their calculations of rollover stability for fixed tanker

bodies and swap-body platforms. As illustrated 

in this example, the body manufacturer can use

total body mass and the height of the body‘s centre 

of gravity to check compliance. 

The optionally available high-load roll stabilisation, 

consisting of stabiliser and X control arm, consi-

derably reduces body roll when cornering. This kit 

raises the body‘s attainable centre of gravity, ensur-

ing ECE R111 compliance. This optional feature is 

particularly useful for 6x2 tanker vehicles with

steered trailing axle.

The 5 ADR categories:
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Top comfort for top performance.

MAN driver‘s cabs always focus on the needs of 

the driver. Drivers who take their place here are not

just extremely comfortable but can also immediate-

ly find their way around. All the controls are clearly

arranged and easy to reach. The height and inclina-

tion of the steering wheel are adjustable and the

steering wheel itself swings up to provide more 

space for getting into, out of or across the cab.

The extremely low entry height of the C cab, for 

example, is great for short-haul and distribution 

transport.

Better living, better driving.

When you are travelling long distances you should 

feel at home in the cab. So MAN has designed

berths that have become famous for the comfort 

they offer. A convenient feature is the multifunction

stowage shelf that serves both as a stowage shelf 

and a resting bunk when the vehicle is parked.

The practical stowage compartment and shelving 

concept with ample space for all the driver‘s gear

contributes to the high living quality. 

Good all-round visibility.

The mirror concept with main and wide-angle 

mirrors, big ramp mirror and front mirror is de-

signed for optimum vision and safety. The driver 

has a view of the areas right in front of vehicle and 

the potential danger zone when turning off to the 

nearside. The rear window (with curtain) also con-

tributes to optimum all-round vision, and is ideal 

for manoeuvring.

The MAN cockpit.
 
Cab Vehicle series

 

 TGL TGM TGS TGX

C-Cab • •

M-Cab   •  

L-Cab • • •

LX-Cab • • •

XL-Cab    •

XLX-Cab    •

XXL-Cab    • 
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                           MAN PURE DIESEL® Euro 5 EEV EEV

  Euro 5 EGR SCR EGR SCR

 

D0834

110 kW (150 hp) •  •  

132 kW (180 hp) •  • 

162 kW (220 hp) •  •

D0836

184 kW (250 hp) •  •

213 kW (290 hp) •  •

250 kW (340 hp) •  •

  

D2066

235 kW (320 hp)  •  •

265 kW (360 hp)  •  •

294 kW (400 hp)  •  •

324 kW (440 hp)  •  •

D2676

353 kW (480 hp)  •  •

397 kW (540 hp)  • 

D2868

500 kW (680 hp)  •*  •**

Overview of the Euro-5 and EEV engines

*   with 2700 Nm for heaavy-duty tractor units
** with 3000 Nm for semitrailer tractors for long-haul transport

MAN driver’s cabs. The MAN common-rail engines.

Dynamically economical.

The innovative MAN common-rail engines drive 

more than wheels. They drive progress. The state-

of- the-art 4-, 6- and 8-cylinder propulsion units 

develop more power and burn less fuel, have a 

compellingly low power/weight ratio and built-in 

durability. They offer outstanding torque and su-

perb pulling power, right from the low end of the 

rpm range. If you want to move things in a big way 

and at the same time protect the environment, then 

MAN engines are exactly the drive you need.

Cleaner than Euro 5 requires.

MAN has developed innovative exhaust systems in 

order to meet the statutory limits according to

Euro 5 and to offer engines that meet the even 

stricter EEV standard. MAN PURE DIESEL® is the

system with cooled exhaust gas recirculation, 

oxidising catalytic converter and two-stage

turbocharging with intercooling. This technology 

does not need AdBlue®, saves on weight and

leaves additional free space on the chassis. MAN 

AdBlue® reliably achieves Euro 5 compliance even at 

the highest engine ratings, and with this SCR tech-

nology too the dimensions of the exhaust silencer 

remain unchanged, so no extra space is necessary.

C-cab L-cab LX-cab

XLX-cab XXL-cabXL-cabM-cab
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Lane guard system LGS.

The electronic lane guard system permanently 

monitors the lane ahead of the vehicle. If drivers

stray from the lane without activating a flasher, they 

are warned by an acoustic signal. Depending on

the direction in which the driver has strayed, the 

loudspeaker on the left- or right-hand side emits

a rattling noise which the driver intuitively under-

stands correctly. LGS increases the driver‘s aware-

ness of staying on the track, thus preventing many 

a dangerous situation.

Electronic stability program ESP.

ESP protects you from unpleasant surprises. 

ESP sensors constantly monitor the driving dynamics.

If there is a risk of skidding or overturning, individual 

wheels are braked and if necessary engine torque

is reduced. In this way ESP stabilises the vehicle 

and keeps it safely in the lane. The electronic

stability program is available as special equipment 

for solo vehicles and articulated trains, while TGS 

and TGX semitrailer tractors with MAN TipMatic® 

and Intarder are fitted with ESP as standard.

The MAN driver assistance
systems.

Compensatory braking when tractor is oversteered.

Compensatory braking when tractor is understeered.

Active roll stabilisation CDC and high-load  

roll stabilisation.

With active roll stabilisation, dampers and ground 

clearance level are automatically regulated by 

means of CDC (continuous damping control).  

This prevents the development of rolling or pitching 

movements, and thus makes driving safer. For 

vehicles with high centres of gravity, high-load roll 

stabilisation with additional X control arms is ideal. 

This ensures that side inclination is effectively 

reduced.

Brake system MAN BrakeMatic with ABS  

and ASR.

The most important distance is the braking di-

stance. To guard against unpleasant surprises, the 

electronic brake system MAN BrakeMatic, which 

includes ABS and ASR, ensures shorter braking 

distances. Coupling force control, which guaran-

tees optimal matching of the trailer or semitrailer‘s 

brakes, leads to a perfectly harmonious train, 

shorter braking distances and equalisation of the 

brake pad wear of the entire train combination with 

extremely long pad service lives. 

Brake assistant.

The brake assistant registers the speed and pres-

sure of brake pedal operation, and optimizes the 

applied brake pressure through to full braking 

force. It recognises an emergency stop when it is 

initiated and immediately develops the largest 

possible brake pressure.

Xenon light for better vision.

The combination of Xenon light and free-form 

reflectors shines a whole new light on the road. The 

luminance of the long-lasting xenon bulbs results  

in a wide stretch of road being illuminated. Illumina-

tion in this area is bright and homogeneous without 

dazzling oncoming traffic. 

Adaptive cruise control ACC.

Automatic ranging determines the distance from 

the vehicle ahead and the difference in relative 

speed and maintains a safe distance by electronic 

intervention at the accelerator or brake pedal. ACC 

can be used at speeds of 25 km/h and above, and 

helps the driver to stay relaxed while driving.
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Service Data Dispo

  

Technical vehicle use analysis with report  n n

Maintenance data n n

Driving and standstill display  n n

Tracking and tracing n n

Geofencing (polygon and circle)  n n

Release for sighting by third parties n n

Address management  n n

Route planner with toll pre-calculation (D) n n

Logbook n n

Driver management  n

Messaging (bidirektional)  n

Status messages   n

Job messages, destination forwarding   n

Job management  	 n

Evaluation of cost efficiency:
All listed factors are the basis for rating the
economical style of driving.

0   10   20   30   40   50   60   70   80   90   100 %

Not economical 
(up to  15 %)

Less economical 
(15–30 %)

In part economical 
(30–40 %)

Economical 
(40–60 %)

Very economical  
(60–80 %)

Extremely economic-
al (80–100 %)

Rating

Fleet management the intelligent way.

Open up to new ways of efficient fleet manage-

ment. With the MAN TeleMatics® packages „Data“

and „Dispo“ you can optimise your fleet operations. 

Fleet management controls cost-effectiveness and

improves interactions between drivers and vehicles. 

Find out for yourself and make use of the potential.

Cost-effectiveness black on white.

Put cost-effectiveness on the test bench. Vehicle 

analysis as part of the Data service creates trans-

parency in your fleet, and makes for optimum, 

economical vehicle use. Every single rating is 

visualised in a diagram. From the individual rating 

data a cost-effectiveness factor is generated for 

a total vehicle route.

MAN TeleMatics®.

n	 Time share / operating status

n Consumption / operating status

n Economical engine speed band

n Engine speed profile

n Accelerator position

n Speed profile

n Driving with cruise control (share / consumption)

n Total braking distance

n Braking behaviour (duration / number)

n Overrun (in relation to distance driven)

n Average crankshaft revolutions
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MAN semitrailer tractors for tanker and silo semitrailers     

 

Type Wheelbase [mm]

TGS 18.XXX  4x2 BLS-TS 3 600, 3 900

MAN solutions at a glance.

MAN semitrailer tractors for Euro-standard semitrailers     

 

Type Wheelbase [mm]

TGX/TGS 18.XXX  4x2 BLS 3 600

TGX/TGS 18.XXX  4x2 LLS 3 600

TGX/TGS 18.XXX  4x2 BLS 3 900

TGX/TGS 18.XXX  4x2 LLS 3 900

TGX/TGS 26.XXX  6X2/2 BLS 2 600

TGX/TGS 26.XXX  6X2/2 BLS 2 600

TGX/TGS 26.XXX  6X2/4 BLS 2 600

TGX/TGS 26.XXX  6X2/4 BLS 2 600

MAN semitrailer tractors for volume semitrailers     

 

Type Wheelbase [mm]

TGL1) 8.XXX2) 4x2 BL 3 0503), 3 600, 3 900

TGL1) 10.XXX 4x2 BL 3 0503), 3 600, 3 900

TGL1) 12.XXX 4x2 BL 3 0503), 3 600, 3 900

TGM1) 12.XXX 4x2 BL 2 9753), 3 525

TGM1) 15.XXX 4x2 BL 2 9753), 3 525

TGM1) 18.XXX 4x2 BL 3 575

TGX/TGS 18.XXX  4x2 LLS-U 3 500

MAN chassis for standard fixed bodies

 

Type Wheelbase [mm]

TGL 8.XXX2) 4x2 BL 4 200, 4 500, 4 850, 5 200, 5 550

TGL 10.XXX 4x2 BL 4 200, 4 500, 4 850, 5 200, 5 550, 6 700

TGL 12.XXX 4x2 BL 4 200, 4 500, 4 850, 5 200, 5 550, 6 700

TGM 12.XXX 4x2 BL 4 425, 4 775, 5 125, 5 475

TGM 15.XXX 4x2 BL 4 425, 4 775, 5 125, 5 475, 6 175, 6 575

TGM 18.XXX 4x2 BL 5 075, 5 425, 5 775, 6 175, 6 575

TGX/TGS 18.XXX 4x2 BL, LL 5 500, 5 900, 6 300, 6 700

TGX/TGS 26.XXX 6x2-2 BL, LL 4 500, 4 800, 5 100, 5 500, 5 900

MAN chassis for volume fixed bodies

 

Type Wheelbase [mm]

TGL 8.XXX2) 4x2 BL 5 200, 5 550

TGL 10.XXX 4x2 BL 5 200, 5 550

TGL 12.XXX 4x2 BL 5 200, 5 550

TGM 12.XXX 4x2 BL 5 125, 5 475

TGM 15.XXX 4x2 BL 5 125, 5 475, 6 175

TGM 15.XXX 4x2 BL 5 125, 5 475, 6 175

TGM 26.XXX 6x2-4 BL 4 425, 4 725, 5 075, 5 425, 5 775

TGX/TGS 18.XXX 4x2 BL, LL 5 500, 5 900

TGX/TGS 26.XXX 6x2-2 BL, LL 4 800, 5 100

TGX/TGS 18.XXX 4x2 LL-U 5 500, 5 900

TGX/TGS 25.XXX 6x2-2 LL-U 4 500, 4 800

MAN chassis for standard swap bodies

 

Type Wheelbase [mm]

TGX/TGS 18.XXX 4x2 LL 5 500, 5 900

TGX/TGS 26.XXX 6x2-2 LL 4 500, 4 800, 5 100

MAN chassis for volume swap bodies

 

Type Wheelbase [mm]

TGX/TGS 18.XXX 4x2 LL-U 5 300, 5 500, 5 900

TGX/TGS 25.XXX 6x2-2 LL-U 4 500, 4 800

MAN chassis for tanker bodies

 

Type Wheelbase [mm]

TGL 8.XXX2) 4x2 BB, BL  3 050, 3 300

TGL 12.XXX 4x2 BB, BL 3 600, 3 900

TGM 15.XXX 4x2 BL 3 825, 4 125

TGM 15.XXX 4x2 LL 4 125

TGM 18.XXX 4x2 BB, BL 3 875, 4 125

TGS 18.XXX 4x2 BB, BL, LL 3 900, 4 200

TGS 26.XXX 6x2-2 BB, BL, LL 3 900, 4 200

1) MAN Modification Competence Center.  
2) Can be reduced to 7.49 t.  
3) Only with C cab.  
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